FUZZY INTERVALS AS FOUNDATION OF METROLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR COMPUTATIONS WITH INACCURATE DATA
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In this paper, we discuss the possibility of using the formalism of fuzzy intervals as a basis for computational metrology. We consider advantages of using fuzzy intervals instead of the traditional intervals as a characteristic of uncertainty of the results of computations with inaccurate data.

Measurement is the only way to obtain objective quantitative information about parameters and characteristics of surrounding world. Result of any measurement is inaccurate; that’s why when we numerically process obtained data, we get only uncertain results. Characteristics of this uncertainty should be expressed in quantitative form and kept with result itself [1, 2].

There are many different approaches for representing this uncertainty. These approaches take into account different information about the initial data inaccuracy. Some of these approaches use random variables [3-5], other approaches use bounds on possible values of true initial data [6-8]. All these approaches take into account objective information about the initial data uncertainty. Within each of these approaches, there are methods which enable us to use this information to automatically estimate the uncertainty characteristics of results of computations.

A recent tendency of using expert information to solve different metrological problems leads to situations when a priori information can be subjective. Approaches which were designed to handle objective data are not well suited for processing such subjective information. Because of this, we propose to use fuzzy set theory – which can process both objective and subjective (expert) data [9].

Let \( \tilde{x}_1 = x_1 + \Delta x_1, \ldots, \tilde{x}_n = x_n + \Delta x_n \) be the measurement results for quantities \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) that were obtained with absolute errors \( \Delta x_1, \ldots, \Delta x_n \). Let \( y = f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) be the function that describes the necessary computations. As
its result, not only the value \( \tilde{y} = f(\tilde{x}_1, ..., \tilde{x}_n) = f(x_1 + \Delta x_1, ..., x_n + \Delta x_n) \) should be computed, but also characteristics of its inaccuracy:

\[
\Delta y = f(x_1 + \Delta x_1, x_2 + \Delta x_2, ..., x_n + \Delta x_n) - f(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n).
\]

If the errors \( \Delta x_1, ..., \Delta x_n \) are small, then we can simplify the problem by linearizing of the function \( \tilde{y} = f(\tilde{x}_1, ..., \tilde{x}_n) \). In this case, the resulting inaccuracy becomes a linear combination of the errors \( \Delta x_1, ..., \Delta x_n \):

\[
\Delta y = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i}(\tilde{x}_1, \tilde{x}_2, ..., \tilde{x}_n) \cdot \Delta x_i.
\]

Since the computation of \( f \) is performed by a computer program, we can estimate derivatives in Eq. 1 efficiently and accurately with techniques of automatic differentiation [10]. This technique is used in [11, 12] for solving a wide class of metrological problems.

Let us describe errors \( \Delta x_1, ..., \Delta x_n \) as fuzzy variables. Operations of addition and multiplication with constant in Eq. 1 should be treated accordingly. Errors \( \Delta x_1, ..., \Delta x_n \) are composed of systematic \( \Delta_{\text{sys}x_1}, ..., \Delta_{\text{sys}x_n} \) and random \( \Delta_{\text{rand}x_1}, ..., \Delta_{\text{rand}x_n} \) components. It should be taken into account that they act differently when we perform multiple measurements.

Usually, it is known from the technical documentation for measuring instruments that \( \Delta_{\text{sys}x_i} \leq \Delta_{\text{sys}x_i} \) with probability \( P_{\text{sys}} = 1 \) and that \( \Delta_{\text{rand}x_i} \leq \Delta_{\text{rand}x_i} \) with probability greater than or equal to \( P_{\text{rand}} \leq 1 \). So, inequality \( \Delta_{\text{total}x_i} = \Delta_{\text{sys}x_i} + \Delta_{\text{rand}x_i} \leq \Delta_{\text{total}x_i} \) holds with probability \( P > P_{\text{sys}} \cdot P_{\text{rand}} = P_{\text{rand}} \). Hence, the value \( \Delta_{\text{total}x_i} \) of the total error bound is the function of confidence probability \( P \):

\[
\Delta_{\text{total}x_i} = \Delta_{\text{total}x_i}(P).
\]

If we associate the set of intervals \( J_{1-P} = [\Delta_{\text{total}x_i}(P), \Delta_{\text{total}x_i}(P)] \) with values \( \alpha = 1 - P \) then the received curve \( \alpha = a(\Delta_{\text{total}x_i}) \) will correspond to membership function \( \alpha = \mu(\Delta) \) of a fuzzy interval that will represent information about total error (Fig. 1).

The curve \( \mu(\Delta) \) is the symmetrical curvilinear trapezoid. Its upper base
represents information about the systematic part of error and its lateral sides
describe known information about the error’s random component. The value $\alpha$
is the degree of belief of the statement “total error $\Delta x_i$ of measurement result $\bar{x}_i$
will be inside the interval $J_\alpha$”.

In [13, 14], it is theoretically justified that the trapezoid $\alpha = \mu(\Delta_i)$ should
has left and right halves of Gaussian curve as its latter sides (Fig. 1c). If experts
produce membership function of another type then it can be easily approximated
with function $\bar{\mu}(\Delta_i)$ of the necessary form. In the report, such algorithm and
examples of corresponding approximations will be presented. So, membership
function of fuzzy interval can be described with only two parameters $\{\Delta_0, \sigma\}$.

To process fuzzy intervals, different arithmetic operations can be used. In
this report, we use results from triangular norms theory to justify a certain class
of algebraic bounded operations. If we use algebraic-type arithmetic operations
then, to process fuzzy intervals, we process only tuples $[\Delta_0, \sigma]$ [15]. Linear
operations with fuzzy intervals, which are used in Eq. 1, will lead to:

$$\{\Delta_{01}, \sigma_1\} \pm \{\Delta_{02}, \sigma_2\} = \left\{\Delta_{01} + \Delta_{02}, \sqrt{\sigma_1^2 + \sigma_2^2}\right\},$$

$$c \cdot \{\Delta_{01}, \sigma_1\} = \left\{c \cdot \Delta_{01}, c \cdot \sigma_1\right\}.$$

We can see that these rules repeat well-known rules that are used in
metrology for processing systematic errors and for standard deviations of
random errors. From [16, 17], we can conclude that we should use values $\alpha = 0.05 \div 0.10$ to get confidence interval from fuzzy interval. Also, as it was
demonstrated in [15], averaging of fuzzy intervals for multiple measurements
results reduces the uncertainty of its borders and makes it tend to it the classical
deterministic interval -- in full correspondence with traditional metrology.

Fuzzy interval description of measurement inaccuracy is in good agreement
with known approaches [3-8]. In the report, it is shown that the fuzzy intervals
formalism is in good accordance with probabilistic [3] and interval [6]
arithmetics. The examples and rules will be presented for constructing fuzzy
interval from the empirical data and also from other frameworks for uncertainty.

From the results of paper [14], it can be concluded that the natural domain
for using fuzzy intervals is limited to linear operations. Attempts of their using
for nonlinear transforms lead to difficulties. That’s why it is reasonable to use
fuzzy intervals jointly with automatic differentiation techniques.

Let us turn back to Eq. 1. The partial derivatives \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_i} \) of the function $f$
are computed for values $\bar{x}_1, ..., \bar{x}_n$ -- which are inaccurate. Thus, the value of
$\Delta y$ can be underestimated because we use linearization for $f$ in a slightly
different domain: instead of $[x_1 - \Delta_i, x_i + \Delta_i] \times \ldots \times [x_n - \Delta_n, x_n + \Delta_n]$ we take
the domain $[\bar{x}_1 - \Delta_i, \bar{x}_1 + \Delta_i] \times \ldots \times [\bar{x}_n - \Delta_n, \bar{x}_n + \Delta_n]$. To take this fact into
account, we can use the following approach. If the automatic differentiation is
used for estimating first-order derivatives, then we can apply this technique again (recursively) to obtain the values of the second-order derivatives. If the errors $\Delta x_1, \ldots, \Delta x_n$ are small, then the following inequality holds:

$$\left| \frac{\partial f(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)}{\partial x_i} - \frac{\partial f(\tilde{x}_1, \tilde{x}_2, \ldots, \tilde{x}_n)}{\partial x_i} \right| \leq \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\partial^2 f(\tilde{x}_1, \tilde{x}_2, \ldots, \tilde{x}_n)}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \cdot \Delta x_j,$$

This improves Eq. 1. In the report examples of this improvement will be given.

In this work, the foundations are presented for using fuzzy interval as an generic uncertainty characteristic for the results of computations with inaccurate initial data. It is worth noticing that it seems to be possible to extend this approach to other problems of metrology, beyond processing uncertain data: since this approach in a good agreement with generally accepted approaches in metrology and it can also use expert information.
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